CHAPTER   III
THE ACHIEVEMENT OF STRESEMANN
"Ruhr War" is rightly regarded as a turning point in the
J[ first period of the Republic's history. For the first time in the
confused quarrel between the Allies and the German people a
concrete issue was presented to the latter,, for the invasion of the
Ruhr was a frank appeal to force and could with a great deal of
justice be maintained to be a violation of the Versailles Treaty.
It broke up the solidarity of the Allies and once again left France
face to face with Germany. It was dcfacto^ if not dcjurc, a return
to war. In resistance to what was aggression the German nation
found courage again; it was able to answer a call to unity in a
supreme effort of national defence and that alone restored to the
nation at large much of its lost faith in itself. In that war Germany
might not be able to win; she was thrilled to find she could fight.
The difficulty before the Cuno cabinet—the famous cabinet of
experts by which Ebert had proclaimed his faith in the bankruptcy
of the party system—was no light one. As a party of experts all
of whom were experts in other fields than that of government,
it did not enjoy the confidence of the nation. It could not lead,
it had to follow, and a government that begins by following is
rarely capable of sound subsequent leadership. It was plain to it
that Germany meant to fight. Armed resistance was out of the
question; it would not have been backed by a united nation and
it would, in spite of those hotheads who sought to stampede the
country into it, have been fatal for Germany. A regular campaign
would have been over in a month; the Treaty of Versailles would
have returned to the melting pot, and Germany would probably
have been even more mutilated than she had been. On the other
hand dignified protest and the tremendous opportunity afforded
of using the almost definite rupture between the Allies, a slow
game demanding great patience, forbearance and the will to
sacrifice, but offering valuable results,, was equally impossible*
The nation would have refused to endorse a policy, even if there

